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Abstract—In this work, we study the application of Bayesian
networks classifiers for gene expression data in three ways:
first, we made an exhaustive state-of-art of Bayesian classifiers
and Bayesian classifiers induced from microarray data. Second,
we propose a preprocessing scheme for gene expression data,
to induce Bayesian classifiers. Third, we evaluate different
Bayesian classifiers for this kind of data, including the C-
RPDAG classifier presented by the authors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a supervised classification problem we have a set of
observations or cases, made up of a series of attributes
or values that we observed and a variable that we want
to predict. This is called variable to classify or, simply,
class. A classifier is a function that maps an instance into
a class label. Bayesian networks have been successfully
applied to classification problems in many ways by inducing
classifiers using different types of Bayesian network learning
algorithms.

In the field of Bayesian classifiers, the first one which
can be considered as a Bayesian network classifier, is the
naı̈ve Bayes (NB) classifier [1,2]. This simple classifier
relies on two assumptions: (1) each attribute is conditionally
independent from the other attributes given the class and (2)
all the attributes have influence on the class. In the directed
acyclic graph (DAG) representing the NB structure all the
arcs are directed from the class to the attributes. The success
of this classifier is mainly due to its simplicity, exhibiting
a surprisingly competitive predictive accuracy [2,3]. At the
other extreme in Bayesian classifiers, any algorithm for
learning Bayesian networks can be used to induce a classifier
[3,4,5].

The relative success of the NB classifier has motivated
the development of many methods, which try to improve it.
One way is, starting from the NB basic topology, complete it
by adding augmenting arcs between attributes, for example,
tree-augmented naı̈ve Bayesian network (TAN) [3], where
the attributes are linked together as a directed tree or
the Bayesian network augmented naı̈ve Bayesian classifier
(BAN). In this case the NB structure is fixed and the search
of the augmenting arcs is carried out using some algorithm

for learning Bayesian networks [4]. In the middle between
TAN and BAN we have the k-dependence Bayesian classifier
(KDB) [6], that is a Bayesian network whose associated
DAG contains the structure of the naı̈ve Bayes classifier and
allows each attribute to have a maximum of k attribute nodes
as parents.

There are also other variations of the NB model, this is
the case of the semi-naı̈ve Bayesian classifier [7] and the
model proposed by [8]. They share the idea of merging
several correlated attributes into new compound attributes.
Other approximations remove correlated and irrelevant at-
tributes using feature subset selection (FSS) to improve the
naı̈ve Bayes classifier: the selective naı̈ve Bayesian classifier
(SNB) [9,10] searches for a good subset of attributes, starting
from an empty set and iteratively introducing the attribute
that most improves the predictive accuracy, using cross-
validation.

Out of the NB model and variations, the C-RPDAG
classier is based on learning Bayesian networks with a local
search and using a standard scoring function. The method
carries out a simple local search in a space composed of
a type of partially directed acyclic graphs (PDAGs), which
combine two concepts of equivalence of DAGs: classifica-
tion equivalence and independence equivalence. Using the
BDeu score, this algorithm has proved more effective than
other Bayesian network classifiers [11].

Besides that, Bayesian multinets are Bayesian network
extensions where context-specific conditional independences
can be represented, also we can use them for classification
purposes [12]. In Bayesian multinets we have a distinguished
variable and a Bayesian network for each value of this
variable.

Gene expression is the process where a gene information
is used in the synthesis of a functional gene product (e. g.
proteins). DNA microarrays (also called DNA chips) [13]
can be used to measure the expression levels of thousands
of genes simultaneously in a single experiment. The study
of the expressions of a huge number of genes in a single
clinical test allows us to perform comparisons among tissues,
pathological phases or the different responses to different
biological conditions.

Inducing Bayesian networks from gene expression data
has some difficulties [14], the main problem is the curse of
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the dimensionality: the number of features (genes) charac-
terizing these data is thousands or tens of thousands, while
the number of samples is limited because it is an expensive
test. In DNA microarrays we are working at molecular
level, therefore this data is affected by noise, measurement
errors and missing values. Besides, a gene expression is a
continuous value.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II shows the use of Bayesian classifiers to analyse DNA
microarray data. Later Section III contains the experimental
results of the evaluation for the different Bayesian classifiers
of some gene expression public databases. Finally, Section
IV contains the concluding remarks.

II. BAYESIAN CLASSIFIERS FOR DNA MICROARRAY

DATA

In the literature, when we are learning Bayesian classi-
fiers from gene expression data, we can observe that most
approaches perform a feature subset selection (FSS)1 and
afterwards they use the classifier.

In many works the NB classifier is used for comparison
purposes. For example, Inza et al. [15] study four super-
vised classification methods (NB among others). This work
is focused in gene selection to improve the classification
accuracy. In an extension of that work, they compare some
filter and wrapper FSS methods [16], using discretized and
continuous data. They obtain better results with a wrapper
FSS and discretized data. On the other hand in [17], they
also perform a gene selection but using EDAs [18] with four
different starting points. For the search, a selective naı̈ve
Bayes is used.

The NB is used in [19] by Ben-Dor et al. to compare
different FSS methods. The same authors [20] use the NB
classifier in a similar way, but in this case this classifier is
used to validate classes found with non supervised methods.

Also with comparison purposes, the NB classifier is used
by Marmor et al. in [21] and Osareh et al. in [22]. In the
second work, the authors also study some FSS techniques.

Some authors work directly with continuous data instead
of using discretization methods. That is the case of Moler et
al. in [23] where the supervised NB and the non supervised
NB are studied. At the beginning, the authors use a non
supervised NB to find subclasses. This classifier uses a Gaus-
sian approach to deal with continuous variables. Besides they
found two measures based in the NB for ranking the genes.

In [24], Fan et al. begin with a feature selection and a
feature transformation, using later a continuous NB. The
transformation converts features in new variables, which are
mutually independent given the class.

1In this specific case also called gene selection.

Also dealing with the continuous nature of the gene
expression data, Cano et al. [25] use a Gaussian NB. They
perform a two steps gene selection: first, a filter selection
and, second, using a Selective NB. After that, they learn
a Bayesian Network using the selected genes. In [26] the
same authors also use a Gaussian Selective NB with two
improvements: the preordering of the feature set and the
application of an irrelevant feature elimination method.

As we have said, apart from the NB classifier, there
are other classifiers that have been also used with gene
expression data.

Armañanzas et al. [27] use a KDB classifier, with k = 4.
Bootstrap resampling with 1000 iterations is used to add
reliability and robustness to the overall process. In each iter-
ation a FSS is performed, concretely the correlation feature
selection [28]. After the bootstrap, they build an averaged
classifier using the KDB induced previously. In [29] they
improve their method with consensus gene selection.

The BAN classifier has been used by Bosin et al. [30] with
DNA microarray data. They use the MDL score to rank the
genes. After that, a gene selection is performed. Finally with
the selected features they build a BAN and a NB classifiers.

A general Bayesian network is used in [31] by Hwang,
Zhang et al. for comparison purposes. They discretize the
data in two states and perform a FSS. The Bayesian network
is learned with a score+search paradigm. In [32] the p-metric
is used for gene selection. In [33] they use a clustering
method and discretize the data in three states.

Bockhorst et al. [34] use a Bayesian network to identify
operons, where the network structure is made by an expert.
In a previous work [35] they use a NB.

Diao et al. [36] present a method that combines clustering,
Bayesian networks learning and disease gene selection.

The use of additional knowledge can improve the
Bayesian classifiers accuracy when we are working with
a very few cases. For example, Gevaert et al. [37] use
microarray data and clinical data. They build the Bayesian
networks with and without the clinical data. In [38] they
consider data from Pubmed which are used in the prior
distribution of the Bayesian networks.

Hwang et al. [39] also use Bayesian networks. They build
an average network using different features orderings to
avoid overfitting.

Trying to represent time-series data with classifiers,
Tucker et al. [40] introduce a hybrid approach based on
Bayesian classifiers and dynamic Bayesian networks.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In literature we have seen the importance of gene
selection in order to deal with the gene expression data
dimensionality. Besides most experts have chosen to
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discretize the data instead of working with continuous
approaches.

In this section, we are going to use some state-of-the-
art Bayesian classifiers like the NB classifier, the TAN or
the Selective NB, as well as other Bayesian classifiers like
the C-RPDAG classifier and Bayesian Multinet. The reason
to include a Bayesian multinet classifier in the experiments
is to find Cellular Context Mining [41] and represent it
with asymmetrical independences. The use of the C-RPDAG
algorithm is motivated for its good results [11].

A. Data sets

We have selected nine data sets that have been widely used
in the literature and which are based on different types of
cancer. Those data can be obtained from its original authors
and from Kent Ridge Bio-medical Dataset [42], where the
data sets are stored in different formats.

Table I gives a brief description of the characteristics of
each database, including the number of instances, genes
(attributes) and states for the class variable.

Table I
GENE EXPRESSION DATA SETS FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF CANCER USED

IN OUR EXPERIMENTS.

Data Set Instances Genes Classes
Breast-cancer 97 24481 2
CNS 60 7129 2
Colon-cancer 62 2000 2
DLBCL-MIT 77 7129 2
DLBCL-Stanford 47 4026 2
Leukemia ALL-AML 72 7129 2
Leukemia-MLL 72 12582 3
Lung-cancer 203 12600 5
Prostate-tumor 136 12600 2

The first data set (Breast-cancer) is about patients out-
come prediction for breast cancer [43].

The CNS dataset is about patients outcome prediction for
central nervous system embryonal tumor [44]. Only dataset
C mentioned in the paper is used.

Alon et al. present in [45] a study from colon-cancer
patients with tumor biopsies (Colon-cancer).

The data set from Alizadeh et al. [46] is about distinct
types of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL-Stanford
in table I).

Other data set about diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DL-
BCL) is the one presented by Shipp et al. in [47] (DLBCL-
MIT in table I). There are two kinds of classifications
about diffuse large B-cell lymphoma addressed in the pub-
lication. First one is DLBCL versus Follicular Lymphoma
morphology and the second problem is to predict the patient
outcome. Only the first one was used.

The data set about Leukemia presented by Golub et al
in [48] is about cancer classification (called Leukemia ALL-
AML ).

Also about leukemia, adding an additional type of can-
cer is the data set presented by Armstrong et al. in [49]
(Leukemia-MLL).

About lung cancer is the data set presented by Bhattachar-
jee et al. in [50] (called Lung-cancer).

Finally, we have a prostate cancer data set from the work
of Singh et al. [51] (Prostate-tumor in table I). In this work,
two classification problems are presented: the first one is
about tumor versus normal tissue and the second one is
about prediction of clinical outcome. We have chosen the
first one.

These data sets have been widely used given their
public availability and the existence of previous results
in the literature. In the table II we can observe the
best results found for each data set in different papers
[21,22,25,26,52,53,54,55].

Table II
BEST RESULTS FOUND IN THE LITERATURE.

Data set Best accuracy
Breast-cancer 89,47
CNS 86,5
Colon-cancer 98,5
DLBCL-MIT 98,2
DLBCL-Stanford 97,6
Leukemia ALL-AML 98,8
Leukemia-MLL 100
Lung-cancer 95,2
Prostate-tumor 98,8

Some of these datasets had a train set and a test set, in
those cases (Breast-cancer, DLBCL-MIT, Leukemia ALL-
AML, Leukemia-MLL and Prostate-tumor) we have merged
both sets because we are going to use cross validation in
our experiments.

B. Preprocessing: Missing values imputation

In the different databases we have no missing data with
the exception of the DLBCL-Stanford dataset. To work with
this data without losing the cases with missing values, we
have carried out a local least squares imputation method
(LLSImpute). The software used for this imputation is im-
plemented by the package pcaMethods [56].

C. Preprocessing: Discretization

One of the DNA microarrays problems that we have to
deal with is that gene expressions take continuous values. As
we have seen in section II, most authors use discretization
methods to address this problem in Bayesian networks.

The advantage of the discretization process is stability
versus random and systematic variations in the gene expres-
sions. The disadvantage of this process is the information
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Table III
PREDICTIVE ACCURACY FOR EACH BAYESIAN CLASSIFIER USING LEAVE-ONE-OUT.

Dataset NB TAN BAN SNB UBN C-RPDAG BMNw

Breast-cancer 100.0 98.97 100.0 98.97 100.0 100.0 98.97

CNS 96.67 98.33 98.33 96.67 100.0 100.0 96.67

Colon-cancer 98.39 98.39 97.77 98.39 100.0 100.0 98.39

DLBCL-MIT 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

DLBCL-Stanford 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Leukemia ALL-AML 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Leukemia-MLL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Lung-cancer 98.52 97.54 98.52 96.55 98.52 98.52 97.54

Prostate-tumor 97.79 97.06 97.79 98.53 97.79 100.0 97.79

Average 99.04 98.92 99.17 98.79 99.59 99.84 98.82

loss2.
To deal with the continuous nature of gene expression

and Bayesian networks, the most used discretization method
was proposed by Friedman et al. [61]. They discretize the
expression levels into three states: under-expressed, baseline
and over-expressed. We had used this discretization method
at early stages of this study but the results were worse than
expected.

We have chosen the entropy discretization of Fayyad and
Irani [62]. This method has been widely used in machine
learning. Using this approach most of the gene expression
data have been discretizated in two states or, in some few
cases, in three states. In some cases the expression values
were discretized into a single state, which is equivalent to
an irrelevant gene.

D. Preprocessing: Gene Selection

The final stage of the preprocessing step is gene selec-
tion. We need to address the curse of dimensionality for
expression data and reduce the number of attributes to learn
Bayesian classifiers in a reasonable time.

In this stage we have followed a similar method to
the one presented by Armañanzas et al. in [29]: First,
we have removed those genes discretized into a single
state at the discretization stage. Second, we have chosen
the most representative genes from high correlated groups
(called prototype genes by Armañanzas et al.) where we
have carried out a correlation based filter(CFS) [28] gene
selection. And third, we have ranked the genes by a metric
and we have eliminated all the features that do not achieve
an adequate score. The ranking gene selection is motivated
by the high number of variables in some problems after the
CFS feature subset selection. For this sub-stage we are going

2Some researchers [57,58,59] have chosen the Bayesian network
paradigm as the best method to induce genetic regulatory networks from
gene expression data. The model used today for genetic regulatory networks
is based on the Kauffam proposal [60] where each node is represented by
two states: ON and OFF. Despite the simplicity of the model, it exhibits a
good predictive behaviour and has been used as a model for real genetic
network problems. Therefore we can think that a two or three states
discretization is not a bad approximation.

to carry out the gene selection only in those problems with
more than 100 features. The measure used to rank the genes
was the information gain defined by Quinlan for the ID3
algorithm [63]. After the rank is made, only the top 100
genes are selected.

E. Experimental Results

The classifiers being considered in this study are naı̈ve
Bayes (NB), tree augmented naı̈ve Bayes (TAN), Bayesian
network augmented naı̈ve Bayes (BAN), Selective naı̈ve
Bayes (SNB), a wrapper Bayesian multinet (BMNw,) and two
unrestricted Bayesian network learning algorithms (UBN and
C-RPDAG). All the algorithms are implemented in the Elvira
system [64].

Both BAN and UBN algorithms search locally in the space
of augmented DAGs and unrestricted DAGs, respectively
(with the classical operators of arc addition, arc deletion,
and arc reversal), and are scoring-based. C-RPDAG, which
is also scoring-based, searches locally in the C-RPDAG
space using its specific operators. In these three methods,
the selected scoring function is the same: BDeu [65], with
the parameter representing the equivalent sample size set to
1 and an uniform structure prior. The starting point of the
local search in UBN and C-RPDAG was the empty graph.

In the wrapper Bayesian multinet classifier [12] for each
attribute Xi, we learn the classifier expanding this variable
and determining its accuracy, which will be computed using
5-fold cross-validation. Afterwards the node Xj with the
greatest accuracy is chosen to branch. The classifiers used
at the leaves will be Naı̈ve Bayes. The SNB classifier also
follows a wrapper approach with 5-fold cross-validation.

Once the graphical structure of each algorithm has been
determined, the parameter learning must be done. In all
cases, we have used the same smoothed estimator, based
on the Laplace correction [66], trying to prevent issues
of unreliability and overfitting of the maximum likelihood
estimator in data sets with few cases.

The results of this comparative study are displayed in
Table III. For each classifier and dataset we show the predic-
tive accuracy (the percentage of successful predictions on a
test set different from the training set. More is better.). This
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accuracy was estimated using leave-one-out cross-validation.
We also have computed the non-parametric Friedman test
[67] for comparing multiple classifiers [68]. In the table IV
we can observe the average rankings for each classifier (less
is better).

Table IV
AVERAGE RANKINGS OF THE BAYESIAN CLASSIFIERS USING

FRIEDMAN’S TEST

Classifier Ranking
NB 4.0

TAN 4.7222
BAN 4.0
SNB 4.6111
UBN 3.1667

C-RPDAG 2.7778
BMNw 4.7222

We observe that better results than previous works (table
II) have been achieved even with the NB classifier. These
results suggest that our preprocessing stage does not suffer of
information loss in the discretization stage nor in eliminating
relevant genes in the genes selection stage on the chosen
datasets.

Looking at tables III and IV, we see that the C-RPDAG
classifier obtains the best results for all the problems, closely
followed by the UBN approach.

Surprisingly, however, the NB has a better behaviour than
the TAN approach, we think that it is due to the gene
selection performed, where we obtain high relevant and
uncorrelated genes.

The worst results come from the Bayesian multinet. We
believe they are due to the data partitioning for each branch.
We think that the SNB suffers the same problem in the
learning step. Besides we must take into account that the
SNB classifier makes another gene selection, that seems
detrimental.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

When we use Bayesian classifiers to analyse DNA mi-
croarray data we must face some important problems inher-
ent in this type of data. The two most important are the
curse of dimensionality and the continuous nature of gene
expression.

This paper has performed a survey of the distinct solutions
given in previous works for Bayesian classifiers induced
from expression data.

To address the problem of continuous data we have chosen
a discretization method. In the experimental results, we can
see that the discretization information loss is meaningless.

To deal with the dimensionality of the data, we have
proposed a three steps gene selection: first, irrelevant genes
are eliminated (in the discretization stage); second, we select
uncorrelated genes (with the CFS features subset selection);
and third, we eliminate irrelevant genes with a FSS ranking
method.

We have carried out a study using various state-of-the-
art Bayesian classifiers. The best results come from the
C-RPDAG and the UBN approaches. The excellent results
shown by the C-RPDAG classifier are the outcome of two
reasons: one, it is more expressive than a classical Bayesian
classifier (NB or TAN are structurally limited); two, these
networks combine the ideas of classification equivalence
and independence equivalence to produce a more reduced,
focused and robust search space.
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